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Rising demand for safety and security in

transportation and efficient traffic

management are key factors influencing

market growth.

VANCOUVER, BC, CANADA, March 28,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- 

The global Artificial Intelligence in

transportation market size is expected

to reach USD 7,065.1 Million in 2028

and register a robust CAGR over the

forecast period, according to latest

analysis by Emergen Research. Steady

revenue growth of the Artificial

Intelligence in transportation market can be attributed to rising demand for safety and security

in transportation and logistics and increasing deployment of more advanced traffic management

solutions. Artificial Intelligence (AI) in transportation is used to gather traffic data to decrease

traffic congestion and enhance public transport scheduling. AI helps in streamlining traffic

patterns through real-time tracking and intelligent traffic light algorithms, thereby enabling

smooth traffic flow, which significantly improves various aspects in transportation. Besides, AI

helps in decreasing fuel consumption and exhaust emissions, which would otherwise be higher

in a normal setting as a result of numerous vehicles moving slowly during a traffic jam or

congestion.

The researchers have considered all the factors influencing the growth of the Artificial

Intelligence in Transportation market on the global and regional scale. The report considers the

COVID-19 pandemic as one of the key influencing factors of the Artificial Intelligence in

Transportation market. The pandemic has disrupted the supply chains and economic scenario of

the market and has hindered the growth of the market. The report discusses in detail the overall

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Artificial Intelligence in Transportation market and its

key segments. The report also offers a current and future impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on

the market. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/artificial-intelligence-in-transportation-market
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Get a sample of the Artificial Intelligence in Transportation report @

https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-sample/540 

Some Key Highlights in the Report

•	In October 2020, Daimler Trucks entered into a partnership agreement with Waymo for

deployment of autonomous SAE L4 technology. The partnership is intended to combine the

automated driver technology of Waymo with a cutting-edge version of Freightliner Cascadia of

Daimler for autonomous driving.

•	Signal recognition segment accounted for largest revenue share in 2020. Signal recognition

and processing is used in intelligent transportation systems, which comprise technologies

deployed in roadways and vehicles for management and enhancement of traffic flow. Signal

recognition-based systems are used for detection of vehicles as they approach an intersection,

thereby enabling traffic control systems to regulate traffic lights when needed.

•	Computer vision finds widespread use in traffic management systems. It aids in maintaining a

steady traffic flow, leading to fewer congestions. Computer vision is also used in smart cities in

the functioning of ambient light detectors in streetlights.

Furthermore, the report provides details about the new players entering the market, entry-level

barriers and offers strategic recommendations to overcome those barriers to gain a substantial

industry presence. 

To get leading market solutions, visit the link below:

https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/artificial-intelligence-in-transportation-

market

Key Players operating in the Artificial Intelligence in Transportation industry are:

Artificial Intelligence in transportation market include Daimler AG, Continental AG, Robert Bosch

GmbH, VOLVO, PACCAR Inc., Magna International Inc., ZF Friedrichshafen AG, Scania AB, Valeo,

and MAN SE.

The Global Artificial Intelligence in Transportation Market is further analyzed across the key

geographical locations where the market has expanded to a significant size. The key region

analyzed are North America, Latin America, Europe, Asia Pacific, and Middle East & Africa. The

report offers a country-wise analysis to provide a comprehensive analysis of the Artificial

Intelligence in Transportation market in terms of production and consumption patterns, supply

and demand ratio, import/export, revenue contribution, trends, and presence of prominent

players in each region. 

To know more about the report, visit @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-

report/artificial-intelligence-in-transportation-market 

Regional Analysis Covers:

•	North America (U.S., Canada)

•	Europe (U.K., Italy, Germany, France, Rest of EU)
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•	Asia Pacific (India, Japan, China, South Korea, Australia, Rest of APAC)

•	Latin America (Chile, Brazil, Argentina, Rest of Latin America)

•	Middle East & Africa (Saudi Arabia, U.A.E., South Africa, Rest of MEA)

The all-inclusive report on the Global Artificial Intelligence in Transportation Market added by

Emergen Research demonstrates that the global Artificial Intelligence in Transportation market is

presumed to grow at a steady CAGR throughout the forecast timeline. The report analyzed the

key market drivers, restraints, growth opportunities, investment opportunities, threats, and

limitations of the Artificial Intelligence in Transportation market. The report also offers accurate

forecast estimation at a global and regional level to impart a better understanding of the scope

of the market. 

Request a discount on the report @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-discount/540 

Radical Features of the Artificial Intelligence in Transportation Market Report:

•	The report encompasses Artificial Intelligence in Transportation market overview along with

market share, demand and supply ratio, production and consumption patterns, supply chain

analysis, and other ley elements

•	An in-depth analysis of the different approaches and procedures undertaken by the key

players to conduct business efficiently 

•	Offers insights into production and manufacturing value, products and services offered in the

market, and fruitful information about investment strategies

•	Supply chain analysis along with technological advancements offered in the report

•	The report covers extensive analysis of the trends, drivers, restraints, limitations, threats, and

growth opportunities in the Artificial Intelligence in Transportation industry

Request customization of the report @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-for-

customization/540 

Thank you for reading our report. Customization of the report is available. To know more, please

connect with us, and our team will ensure the report is customized as per your requirements.

Explore more Emergen Research Reports @ https://www.emergenresearch.com

Digital Scent Technologies Market @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/digital-

scent-technologies-market 

Mobile Satellite Services Market @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/mobile-

satellite-services-market 

Fingerprint Sensors Market @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/fingerprint-

sensors-market 

C5ISR Systems Market @  https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/c5isr-systems-

market 

Drone Delivery Service Market @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-report/drone-

delivery-service-market 
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About Us:

Emergen Research is a market research and consulting company that provides syndicated

research reports, customized research reports, and consulting services. Our solutions purely

focus on your purpose to locate, target, and analyze consumer behavior shifts across

demographics, across industries, and help clients make smarter business decisions. We offer

market intelligence studies ensuring relevant and fact-based research across multiple industries,

including Healthcare, Touch Points, Chemicals, Types, and Energy. We consistently update our

research offerings to ensure our clients are aware of the latest trends existent in the market.

Emergen Research has a strong base of experienced analysts from varied areas of expertise. Our

industry experience and ability to develop a concrete solution to any research problems provides

our clients with the ability to secure an edge over their respective competitors.

Contact Us:

Eric Lee

Corporate Sales Specialist

Emergen Research | Web: www.emergenresearch.com

Direct Line: +1 (604) 757-9756

E-mail: sales@emergenresearch.com 

Visit for More Insights: https://www.emergenresearch.com/insights

Explore Our Custom Intelligence services | Growth Consulting Services
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Read Full Press Release @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/press-release/global-artificial-

intelligence-in-transportation-market
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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